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About This Game

A train's whistle sounds in the dead of night. Snow falls on deserted tracks. Somewhere, in the city, a woman prepares to leave
on a journey that will change her life. Somewhere, in the country, a man drives to his final destination.

Witness The Charnel House Trilogy, the chronicle of one fateful night aboard a train bound for Augur Peak. Three thrilling,
horrifying adventure games in one, from the depths of the Sepulchre, starring Madeleine Roux, Peter Willington, Jonathan
Grier, Jim Sterling, and Ben Chandler as Grub. With art by Ivan Ulyanov and Ben Chandler, and music by Jack de Quidt,

nervous_testpilot and Bryan Henderson.

A young woman prepares to depart on a journey that will take her into the very heart of darkness. But before she can leave her
apartment, there are just a few loose ends she has to tie up...
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Join Doctor Harold Lang on that fateful train journey that started it all. Who is the man in 2-C? What is the conductor hiding?
And just what is the secret behind all the huge bags?

Alex Davenport wakes up on the train. Her travelling companion, Harold Lang, is nowhere to be found. Don, the conductor,
isn't exactly being forthcoming as to what's going on. Why are Alex's friends here? Who's the ballerina? Is this a nightmare, or is

Alex's hope of waking up simply a pipe dream?

From the studio that brought you Richard & Alice comes a new journey into terror.
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Title: The Charnel House Trilogy
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Owl Cave
Publisher:
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A neat lil' Point and click Horror Adventure game with a crazy as heck ending :\/

I even watched a playthrough of this thing and I still didn't get the story afterwards :\/. really creepy point click game. Just took
me 74 minutes to complete, but I found it worth it (5\u20ac). Nice little twisted story.
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